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world : it is youth triumphant. But it was careless
of the future, and this indifference was in large measure
its undoing ; for it led to its being rapidly superseded
by the soberer, law-governed collectivism of Goethe
and Schiller in their maturity. The classicism of these
poets is a more conciliatory classicism for the very
reason that they had passed their youth, and begun
their career, in an epoch of fierce individualism ; they
preserved from that epoch its world-embracing
humanity, its note of sympathy with individual
aspiration and suffering. And thanks to the schooling
in this new classicism, individualism, when it again
asserted itself In German literature as Romanticism,
was imbued with a deeper sense of social respon-
sibility. Where " Sturm und Drang ?> was content
to destroy, Romanticism strove to build up : where
the earlier movement was negative, the later one was
positive. This explains its deeper hold, not merely
on the German, but on the European mind, and its
longer, more beneficent reign.
Wherein consists the greatness of eighteenth-
century achievement in Germany ? What was Ger-
many's contribution to the stock of European ideas ?
Before trying to answer these questions, it would be
well to consider what exactly is meant by achievement.
We like to speak of the end of the eighteenth century
as a " Bliitezeit", a period of flourishing in German
literature ; but does this mean any more than that in
Goethe and Schiller Germany possessed two supremely
great poets ? If we stop to think what the age would
have been, had there been no Goethe and Schiller, we
are obliged to admit that the level of German poetic
achievement without them is not very different from
that of the rest of Europe. A gulf separates the two
leaders from the rank and file of German writers : not
only did the latter lag a long way behind; in many
cases they did not even pass through Weimar classicism
at all, but remained faithful to the old individualistic
Ideals, to adapt them later, quite unclassically, in

